A new technique for luminosity measurement using 3D The Insertable B-Layer (IBL) is the innermost layer of the ATLAS tracking system. It consists of planar pixel modules in the central region and 3D pixel modules at the two extremities. We use the longitudinal cluster-size distributions in 3D modules of the IBL to determine the number of pixel clusters per bunch crossing produced by primary charged particles in randomly triggered collision events, and to suppress the associated backgrounds. This Pixel-Cluster-Counting algorithm can provide both bunch-integrated and bunch-by-bunch relative-luminosity measurements, and thereby contribute independent constraints to the understanding and the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties that dominate the luminosity determination at the ATLAS experiment.
Principle of the luminosity measurement in ATLAS
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The bunch luminosity L b produced by a single pair of colliding bunches can be expressed as
where the pile-up parameter µ is the average number of inelastic interactions 31 per bunch-crossing, f r is the bunch revolution frequency (11245.5 Hz at LHC),
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and σ inel is the pp inelastic cross-section.
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ATLAS monitors the delivered luminosity by measuring µ vis , the visible interaction rate per bunch crossing (BC). The bunch luminosity can then be written as
where µ vis = εµ, ε is the efficiency of the detector and algorithm under 34 consideration, and the visible cross-section for that same detector and 35 algorithm is defined by σ vis = εσ inel . µ vis is a directly measurable quantity.
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The visible cross-section σ vis is calibrated by the van der Meer (vdM ) 1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the detector, and the z-axis along the beam line. The x-axis points from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam line. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan( were selected for saving all pixel clusters (as required for PCC) because 69 they have the best signal-to-background ratio, due to their high |η| location.
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Additionally, the 3D modules extend beyond the |η| < 2.5 acceptance of the 71 rest of the ATLAS tracker, which makes PCC independent from the track- The longitudinal size of primary clusters is sensitive to the particle incidence angle, and could be calculated by Longitudinal size = sensor thickness pixel pitch
Here z 3D is the z position of the 3D module, z IP is where the interaction occurs shape.
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The primary clusters produced on the module edge are shorter than expected due to missing pixels. Similarly, clusters can be interrupted material. This excitation decays away radioactively, which cause small hits 98 to be seen in the detector for a brief period of time after an event. This
99
"afterglow" effect is studied in special runs in which several empty BCs 
Exclusion of modules suffering performance issues
116
A plain average of all modules at the same η can be biased when a module has a transient problem. In order to exclude such modules, we fit the azimuthal distribution of the number of primary clusters per module (integral of the Gaussian component of the fit described in Sec. 4.3) for the 14 modules at the same η (same index), to a cosine function excluding outliers:
A cosine fit is needed to account for the beams not being perfectly centered 
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In Figure 5 , simulated single-interaction minimum-bias events are used to study how the number of clusters depends on z IP . The positive and negative modules behave inversely along z IP as expected. The distribution of all clusters in all 3D modules produced by one interaction (n) as a function of z IP is fitted with:
n 0 is the total number of primary clusters produced by one interaction 137 happening at the IBL center z 0 .
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(a) Figure 5 : Number of clusters in the 3D modules on the positive-z (red) and the negative-z (blue) side of the IBL as a function of the longitudinal position of the interaction, obtained from simulated single-interaction minimum-bias events. The distribution of all clusters is fitted with a second-order polynomial.
As already mentioned, the z IP distribution of the multiple (µ) interactions in each BC is a Gaussian: Gauss(z IP ; m z , σ z ), where m z is the longitudinal position of the luminous centroid and σ z is the luminous length. The total number of clusters in all 3D modules produced by all interactions in the luminous region is obtained by integrating Equation (5) along Gauss(z IP ; m z , σ z ):
N 0 = n 0 · µ would be the number of observed clusters if all the interactions happened exactly at z 0 . A longer or longitudinally off-center luminous region produces more clusters. BCs with identical luminosity produce different number of clusters, N , if they have luminous regions of different shapes or positions. Therefore, we always correct N to the ideal N 0 using the known shape of the luminous region:
The effect of this correction is shown in Figure 6 . 
